
….. Construction follows Shapes……..

FLEXISKIN - Grip
The new Car Park Coating
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Why FLEXISKIN - Grip?
Car Park areas in buildings are subject to particularly high Loads. Dynamic Stress From
Traffic, climatic impact as well as humidity and many more demans imposed onto the building
envelope. For this Reason, serious damage is being caused time and time again. Sustainable
Waterproofing concepts are required for open spaces and multi-storey car parks. Polyurea
proves to be an elastic, mechanically highly resistant waterproofing system on car park decks.
In Combination with wear-resistant, trafficable top coats, POLYUREA coatings in Parking
Areas are characterized by high tear resistance, extreme good Wear resistance And at the
same time fast Laying. This System is referred to as surface protection OS 10. This System
can be addressed as an approximate and seamless, navigable Waterproofing with the highest
Crack bridging.

Flexiskin-Grip consists of: 
- A 2-layer Primer Or from a Primer and scratch Spatting. 
- A Polyurea Membrane and a Polyurea Sprayed Wear surface. 
- A highly abrasion-resistant Top Coating with special Anti-slip 

Surcharges.

This sealing System has been shown to be 3-4 times more resistant in 
Wear Than any conventional OS11a and 0S11b Coating!!



What is FLEXISKIN - Grip?
FLEXISKIN-Grip is the Waterproofing surface for 

Garages and Parking Decks.  

• FLEXISKIN Grip is a traffickable and seamless surface Protection System that is applied 
by machine. This Surface is carried out according to the Guidelines of the OS 10 with a 
special Wear Layer. 

• This robust Road Surface Sustainably preserves the Floor in Garages and car park 
decks. Surface Protection Systems in Garages and Car parks should always be 
designed in a sealing and crack-bridging manner. 

• FLEXISKIN grip keeps safely penetrating Pollutants such as Oils, Benzene, Chlorides 
and other Chemicals dissolved in Water away from the Building structure.
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What are the Advantages of FLEXISKIN-Grip?

• FLEXISKIN-Grip is a Surface protection System with the highest Crack Bridging 
(dynamic > 0.40mm, static > 2.00mm). 

• Crack bridging restrictions of the concrete, flooring or Structural Structures of up 
to 0.3 mm are not necessary. FLEXISKIN-grip can be used without Risk in The 
Case of crack Length Limits of up to 0.5 mm.

• The modern Spray process as well as the short Reaction time of the Polyurea 
spray Films result in uniform thickness and can be applied easily and permanently 
in the specified Set layer thickness onto high and low spots. 

• FLEXISKIN-Grip enables an economical and durable dense, wear-resistant 
Coating for Repairs, as well as Garages and Parking Decks in the New Building



What makes FLEXISKIN-Grip so special?

•FLEXISKIN grip is 3-4 times more wear-resistant than OS11b Systems
•FLEXISKIN grip is permanently impermeable.
•FLEXISKIN grip can be made in all Colors.
•FLEXISKIN-Grip is a Product tested for quality and Technology. (System)
•FLEXISKIN-Grip enables an economical and durable Coating for Repairs, as 
well as for Garages in the New Building.

With Flexiskin Grip, it is actually possible to make a watertight surface for Car 
Park Decks and Garages! Expansion joints, gutters, gully indentations, etc ... 
Are not a Problem in Compliance with the required thickness and properties.



What is tested 
at FLEXISKIN-
Grip?

Flexiskin-Grip is specifically tested for Wear 
and Abrasion resistance 

Flexiskin-Grip Cover Coatings are 
assessed in a thorough manner.

Wear and tear as per OS11b

Wear FLEXISKIN grip

Wear OS 10 with special Hard 
grain Scattering such as Durop for 
Ramp Coatings

Assessment review of 
Main Coating

Flexiskin-Grip is tested in accordance with 
OS 10

by



What is tested at FLEXISKIN-
Grip?

Flexiskin-Grip is approved in 
accordance with the Vienna 
Garage act And according to the 
OIB Directive.

Ongoing Audits for Legislative 
Changes are constantly adjusted!

Flexiskin-Grip is tested for 
increased Crack bridging Class A5



FLEXISKIN-Grip the Workmanship

• Basically, after shot blasting of 
the substrate, a 2-layer primer 
with Epoxy Resin is always 
required in order to get a 
sealed surface for the 
subsequent Spraying Work 
(Polyurea Application).

• Especially in The case of 
Repairs where milling work 
is required, the substrates 
have to be made even. In 
order to comply with the 
Fire Regulations, this is 
done with cementitious self 
levelling materials.

Primer and substrate preparation



FLEXISKIN-Grip the Workmanship

Spraying

Due to machine 
application and the 
spray robot, we can 
guarantee a 100% 
thickness consistency



FLEXISKIN-Grip can be 
produced in almost any color

The Final Seal contains special 
Aggregates to meet the required 
anti-skid safety classes



Flexiskin Grip
Bergamo Italy



Best in Parking

Underground car park, 
Bratislava city centre

FLEXISKIN - Grip



Bip-Best in parking Garage -
Vienna
Reumann Square
Conducted 2016



Best in parking

Garage Graz 

Central station
FLEXISKIN - Grip

2 coats EP Primer, 
Top Coat Polyaspartic with crystalline
additives



Hofergarage Graz 
FLEXISKIN - Grip

Parkhaus Merkur Steyr
FLEXISKIN OS10 
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List Garage
Rathaus Square 
OS10



Should Flexiskin Grip suffer from wear and tear in certain difficult 
areas such as Stop & Go Zones, entry barriers, extreme curves 
(usually only on the first Floors!)…

System is still
100% fully functional !!!!

The Refreshing is very easy thanks to a further Sealing. 

The fire properties Bfl are not changed!!

The abrasion tests have shown that Flexiskin grip in professional 
garages of commercial use has only selective places that require re-
coating after about 10 Years. These Wear and Tear Points amount to a 
maximum of 5-10% of the total area of a Garage.

Flexiskin grip 
is designed for 
Sustainability!



Best in parking
Vienna 1010,High Market
FLEXISKIN – grip
A Garage with a lot of Stop-Go 
and Cornering Areas



Flexiskin grip is a Garage System coping with 
future and Sustainability!

Flexiskin-Grip 
Provides security!

Is durable!
Is robust and simple !
Is a Good investment !

Protects the building envelope !
Gives confidence !

Protects natural Resources because no Quartz Sands are 
used in the Wear layer  !!

(Formerly 10,000 m2 Of Garage Area required up to 100 
Tons of Quartz Sand!)

Why FLEXISKIN -
Grip?
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Flexiskin grip is protected by patent law in 
Europe!
The Patent covers application, system suitability, Product, Refreshing 
and Functionality in areas of Application.

THANK YOU for your Trust !


